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Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine Healing Tool 

The Big Energies 
1.  Anti-Inflammatory -white and pink, with a flare or sparkle 
2.  Archangels: Ariel, Gabriel, Michael & Raphael 

Ariel (silver and blue) always in flight; takes you over your travail; lifts 
you to higher elevation; invites you to be wrapped in his wings; he will 
hold you in his embrace as he lifts you up and over your fear. 
Gabriel (brass/orange) blows the trumpet; opens the gateway; opens 
the door to a new way of being; breaks down barriers; shatters the 
glass ceiling; transports us through hard things; seed of divine potential; 
implants the seed of design into the divine womb. 
Raphael (blue and gold, but primarily blue) a blue angel with an 
electrifying touch/ with the powerful gold light of truth; the greatest of all 
the great healers, he will deliver the goods!; if you are dealing with 
profound disease, he will deliver the potential of healing, opening the 
cells to the blue light. 
Michael (gold and white armor of light) the leader of the angel army 
he is huge- at least 10 feet tall; he is carrying his sword which he uses 
to cut through obstacles.  He is Vajrapani in Tibetan and Hanuman of 
the Vedas.	

3.  Attitude of the Strength of Archangel Michael- (silver and gold); simply 
witnessing the attitude of his power is enough to strengthen.	

4.  Blending- (blue and gold or silver) 
5.  Clarity- (blue and yellow, striped) 
6.  Complete elimination- (rose/purple) moving the energy through, can come in 

pretty pure, like a plunger; comes in through the super receptor sites; you can 
bring it straight in and it either comes in or does not. 

7.  Complete release- (the color of “voiding pee”) when full or enough- then it 
becomes a clear color 

   8.  HEMF Radiance- comes in (like rainbow sprinkles) that change color to 
personalize the Electromagnetic Field for each person. 

9.  Integration- (silver, gold and white) 
10.  Manna- (soft golden) for deep spiritual hunger 
11.  Organ Vitality- (color depends) on the organ- which part of the subtle 

anatomy, which specific site in the body 
12. The Rainbow (all the rainbow colors) 
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13.   Rainbow Lights: (colors are stated)  

*White Light Cleansing  
Rose Red Light of Love  
Lavender Light of Awakening  
Blue Light of Healing 
Green Light of Growth  
Golden Light of Truth  
Orange Light of Harmony  
Silver Light of Peace 

14. * Recreate- (peach) a good energy for people who have had surgery 
15. Rejuvenation- (rose pink / peachy/ golden) used to jump start a tired or 

damaged location after basic repair has been done 
16. Replenish- (soft yellow)  if something was missing now we put it back 
17. Restoration of hope-(cerulean blue)	
18. Sanctuary- (lavender) good for anyone who has had some kind of invasive 

procedure ( surgery) or violation ( theft, rape) 
19. Sense of Function- (blue) like the function current of the core- the Divine light 
20. Sense of Purpose-(red) like the central purpose current of the core, of the 

Divine light 
21. Sense of Wisdom –(golden) -like the wisdom current of the core, of the Divine 

light 
22. Balm of Gilead- (combination of greens) Especially helpful for working with 

animals and the natural world. 
23. * Surrender-(Chinese red) if you have a hidden agenda and are overly 

attached this will loosen it up. The battering ram for breaking through.	
24. Universal Love and Light- (white, golden with silver flecks) the balm of the 

universe. Always useful, always good.	
25. Vim and Vigor- (silver and sparkling) fairy laughter 
26. Structural Integrity- (golden shimmering light with red pulsing core) 

Supporting the strength of the skeletal totality of the entire structure- physical 
and subtle.  

27. Sealing the Wound- (blue and gold) 
28. Sense of Humor 

 
* Not used as a replenishing energy 
 


